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Abstract
It has been proposed that language evolves under the joint constraints of communicative expressivity and cognitive ease. We
explore this idea in the historical emergence of word forms.
We hypothesize that new word forms that enter the lexicon
should reflect a trade-off between predictability and distinctiveness. An emergent word form can be highly predictable if
it efficiently reuses elements from the existing word forms, resulting in low cognitive load. An emergent word form should
also be sufficiently distinctive from the existing lexicon, facilitating communicative expressivity. We test our hypothesis by
examining the properties of 34,478 emergent word forms over
the past 200 years of Modern English. We show how word
forms at future time t + 1 are bounded statistically between
n-gram generated word forms (highly predictable) and slang
words that are outside the standard lexicon (highly distinctive)
at time t. Our work supports the view of cognitive economy in
lexical emergence.
Keywords: word form; lexicon; lexical emergence; language
evolution; cognitive economy

Introduction
The lexicon is a central locus of human thought, but it undergoes constant change over time. In particular, new words
may emerge due to changing sociocultural needs, resulting in
growth of the lexicon. Taking the English lexicon as an example, it has grown by approximately tenfold over the past millennium, with more than 150,000 word forms having emerged
from the period of Old English to the present day (Figure 1a).
Here we ask what principles might underlie the historical
emergence of word forms above and beyond the external sociocultural factors that could influence lexical emergence.
Our starting point is the idea that language evolves under
the dual considerations of communicative function and cognitive effort (Labov, 2011; Jespersen, 1959; Otto, 1956; Kirby,
Tamariz, Cornish, & Smith, 2015), a prominent proposal that
has been framed similarly in linguistics as the principle of
least effort (Zipf, 1949) and in cognitive psychology as the
principle of cognitive economy (Rosch, 1978). This proposal also relates to a growing line of research that explores
design principles of language through the lens of efficient
communication (Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2012; Kemp &
Regier, 2012; Kemp, Xu, & Regier, 2018). Most relevant to
the current study is work by Labov who suggests that words
may be selected under the joint constraints of least effort (cf.
Zipf, 1949)—a drive for cognitive ease of production, and the
competing force of communicative informativeness (Labov,

2011). There is evidence for each of these constraints in the
design of word forms. For example, it has been shown that
word forms that conform to well-formed phonotactic properties can facilitate production (Edwards, Beckman, & Munson, 2004), and words that sound similar to many existing
words, or having dense lexical neighbourhoods, tend to reduce speech error (Stemberger, 2004). On the other hand,
separate work has suggested that perceptual distinctiveness
matters in the lexicon because it minimizes confusion and facilitates clarity in communication (Flemming, 2004; Meylan
& Griffiths, 2017).
We extend previous work by exploring principles in the
historical emergence of novel word forms. We believe that
the same proposal of language evolution should apply to explaining how new word forms enter the lexicon over time.
In particular, we hypothesize that the emergence of word
forms should trade off predictability against distinctiveness.
An emergent word form is highly predictable if it efficiently
recombines elements from existing word forms, resulting in
low cognitive effort in production and memory. Our notion
of predictability is rooted in classic work by Shannon (1951)
on the information analysis of English text. However, this
criterion of predictability is likely in competition with distinctiveness: An emergent word form should be sufficiently
distinctive from words in the existing lexicon, hence generating minimal confusion and facilitating communicative expressivity. Predictability and distinctiveness trade off against
each other because a highly predictable word form is necessarily similar in form to existing words, so it is unlikely to be
distinctive. Similarly, a highly distinctive word form is necessarily novel in its composition, so it is unlikely to be very
predictable. Here we examine the possibility that the emergent word forms in history are shaped under these two joint
forces, such that they appear sandwiched between (plausible)
word forms that are highly predictive and those that are highly
distinctive (see Figure 1b for illustration).
We test our hypothesis by examining new word forms that
entered the Modern English lexicon over the past 200 years.
At each future decade t + 1, we compare the actual emergent words against a control set of computer-generated words
and slang words that did not enter the standard lexicon up to
the previous decade t. We show how the actual word forms
are interleaved between the highly predictable and distinctive
control words in terms of their statistical properties.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the phenomenon of lexical emergence and our hypothesis. a) Growth of the English lexicon over the
past 800 years based on data from the Historical Thesauraus of English (HTE). Lexicon size represents the number of unique
word forms that exist during this period, and examples of emergent words are shown at respective years of emergence. b) The
hypothesis that emergent words (middle) at future time t + 1 should reflect a trade-off between predictability and distinctiveness
among the space of plausible word forms (on the two sides) given the current lexicon at time t, or effectively sandwiched.

Materials and Methods
We analyzed 34,478 word forms during each decade from
1800 to 1980 as recorded in the Historical Thesauraus of English (HTE) (Kay, Roberts, Samuels, & Wotherspoon, 2017)
(https://ht.ac.uk/) which is based on the Oxford English Dictionary. We considered single-word lexemes that
are composed of 26 English letters (a-z) and took the first
year recorded in HTE for a given word form as its emerging
date. We focused our analysis on the Modern English period due to both orthographic and phonetic changes in words
during the remote periods of Old English and Middle English (Baugh & Cable, 1993, p279), and the lack of control
words for the same periods that is critical for our analyses.
We grouped word forms according to the lengths of their orthographic forms, and we considered lengths ranging from
4 to 9 because lengthier words are more likely formed due to
rule-based compositional strategies (Krott, 1996). The grouping by word length is necessary because longer words are by
chance more distinctive in form than shorter words, so a principled analysis of our trade-off hypothesis should be independent of length. We focus on reporting results based on orthographic forms, although we observed similar results with
phonological forms that we do not include here due to space
limit.
We used two standard measures to quantify the statistical properties of word forms along the predictability–
distinctiveness dimension: letter n-gram probability and lexical neighbourhood density. We quantify the two measures
for word forms at a future decade t + 1 based on statistical
properties of the existing lexicon at a decade earlier at t. Formally, we define the probability of an emergent word form
w of length |w| by using the n-gram probabilities of its con-

stituent letters (or phonemes), extending the classic work by
Shannon on information analyses of English words (Shannon,
1951):
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Equations 1-2 effectively estimate how probable a novel
word form w would be at decade t + 1 given the n-gram statistics at the current decade t. We considered n-gram of up to
order 5 because statistics of higher orders are sparse and prohibitively expensive to compute. Under this measure, a highly
predictable word form at t + 1 for a given length should be
one that maximizes the n-gram probability based on the lexical statistics at t. On the contrary, a highly distinctive word
form should have low predictability that minimizes the same
probability measure.
To ensure the robustness of our approach, we considered
lexical neighbourhood density as an alternative measure. We
define the neighbourhood density of an emergent word form
w based on how similar it is to existing word forms v in the
lexicon at time t (Lt ), grounded in the psycholinguistic study
of English word forms by Bailey and Hahn (2001):
NDt+1 (w) =

∑ e−d(w,v)

(3)

v∈Lt

Equation 3 effectively estimates how crowded a novel word
form w would be at decade t + 1 given existing word forms
at the current decade t. We used the standard Levenshtein

edit distance for calculating d(·, ·) that considers if two word
forms are similar or distant based on the number of edits required to match the forms via insertion, deletion, or substitution (Yarkoni, Balota, & Yap, 2008; Bailey & Hahn, 2001).
For example, the edit distance between “cat” and “maths”
is 3 since the edit involves one substitution and two insertions. Similar to the case of the n-gram measure, a highly
predictable word form at a given length should be one that
maximizes neighbourhood density at t + 1. On the contrary,
a highly distinctive word form should not be crowded and
hence minimizes its lexical neighbourhood density.
To evaluate the hypothesis that emergent word forms trade
off predictability against distinctiveness, we considered a set
of control word forms that are representative of the extremities of this dimension yet did not formally enter the English
lexicon. Our goal is to assess whether the trade-off hypothesis might explain why certain word forms have entered the
lexicon over time, whereas other plausible forms have not appeared. Because the set of all possible word forms is enormous (e.g., there are over 10 million possible word forms of
length 5 that did not appear in English up to 1980), we chose
control words by focusing on word forms that are either likely
to be very predictable or distinctive.
We first obtained the predictable control set by generating
word forms according to the n-gram probability measure in
Equations 1-2. At each yet-to-emerge decade, we sampled
these word forms from the n-gram statistics obtained from
the previous decade in a sample size that matches the number
of the emergent words. The sample does not intersect with
the lexicon, but it can intersect with the set of actual emerging words. We then partitioned these control words by length
and calculated their n-gram probabilities and neighbourhood
densities according to Equations 1-3. This control word set
approximates the extremity of predictability because the candidates are directly generated from the distribution of the existing lexicon, so they should be statistically equivalent to the
existing word forms in the lexicon. Because n-gram probability correlates with neighbourhood density (Sanders & Chin,
2009), we also expect this word set to have high (but not necessarily the maximal) neighbourhood density. If the trade-off
hypothesis is correct, the emergent word forms should generally have lower but not near-identical n-gram probability and
neighbourhood density to this control set.
We next obtained the distinctive control set by sampling
word forms from slang that did not enter the standard English lexicon. Slang is likely to represent the extremity of
distinctiveness because slang words are known to differ from
the standard lexicon (Mattiello, 2008, 2013), and 2) they
serve as a more conservative measure for plausible word
forms (plausible because a subset of slang can eventually
become actual words (Baugh & Cable, 1993, p293)) than
random samples of non-existent word forms that can be distinctive but not permissible, e.g., “jxyzh” is very distinctive from existing words in English but it is not permissible based on the knowledge of English. We drew data from

a large online resource, the Urban Dictionary (https://
www.urbandictionary.com/), for this control set. We used
word forms containing only the letters a-z conforming to the
same selection standard with the emergent words. During
each decade of interest, we excluded homographs of word
forms or words that have overlapping lemma in the lexicon via the lemmatizer from the Natural Language Toolkit
(NLTK) (Bird, Klein, & Loper, 2009). We then sampled
from the rest of the 317,403 unique word forms in matching
size to the emergent lexicon per length, and calculated the ngram and neighbourhood statistics for these word forms. If
the trade-off hypothesis is correct, the emergent word forms
should generally have higher but not near-identical n-gram
probability and neighbourhood density to this control set.

Results
We evaluated our hypothesis by first examining whether
newly emerging word forms tend to fall between predictable
control words and distinctive (slang) control words in terms
of n-gram probability and lexical neighbourhood density. At
each decade, we compared the actual emergent word forms
to the two sets of control words of the same length under the
two measures separately. We took the average values of the
two measures for each word group and every length that we
examined.
Figure 2 summarizes the results for these comparisons for
every decade from 1800 to 1980 and word forms of lengths
4 to 9. In most cases, we observed that the emergent word
group is situated in the middle between the predictable and
distinctive control word sets, and the rank order of these three
groups based on n-gram probability and neighbourhood density conforms to our prediction. Specifically, the predictable
control words exhibit the highest mean predictability, manifested in the highest overall n-gram probability (or equivalently, the lowest overall negative logarithmic n-gram probability) and lexical neighbourhood density among the three
groups. In comparison, the slang/distinctive control words
exhibit the highest mean distinctiveness, manifested in the
lowest overall n-gram probability and neighbourhood density. The emergent word group tends to fall in between the
two control groups.
To evaluate the significance of these trade-offs, we tested
a null hypothesis for each comparison between the emergent
group and each of the control groups. The null hypothesis
is that the mean estimate of the emergent word set does not
differ in n-gram probability or lexical neighbourhood density
from each of the control sets. We tested this by performing a
two-tailed t-test for every comparison. Across different word
lengths and time periods, we observed consistent evidence for
rejecting the null hypothesis (see Figure 3; the variations in
the magnitude of p values correlate with time and changing
sample sizes, as the number of actual emergent words are different in every decade). These results show that the emergent
words are significantly different from the control words.
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Figure 2: Summary of main results on the trade-off hypothesis of lexical emergence. Each of the panels summarizes the
results computed under one of the two measures: a) n-gram probability (negative logarithm) and b) neighbourhood density.
The vertical axes represent magnitudes under these two measures, and the horizontal axis represents the temporal dimension
where each tick corresponds to one decade over the period between 1800 and 1980. Each subplot corresponds to the results for
word forms of a different length as specified. Dots (green), stars (red), and circles (blue) correspond to the n-gram (predictable)
control words, the actual emergent words, and the slang (distinctive) control words, respectively. Each error bar indicates a
95% confidence interval (constructed from the t-distribution) for the estimated mean value of the control group. This confidence
level is uncorrected for multiple comparisons, and we expect 5% of all intervals to exclude emergent word groups by chance.
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Figure 3: Time courses of p-values. Panels on the left summarize the comparison of the emergent word sets against the
corresponding predictable control sets. Panels on the right
summarize similar comparisons against the distinctive control sets. The comparisons were based on the measures from
a) n-gram probability and b) neighbourhood density. The vertical axis indicates p-values from the t-tests in logarithmic
scale, and the horizontal axis represents the time dimension
in decades. The black dashed line represents the significance
level p = 0.05. For each measure, we made 216 simultaneous
uncorrected tests, so we expect 11 rejections by chance.
To assess the robustness of these findings, we performed
similar analyses based on 1) word forms defined in phonological space as opposed to orthographical space; 2) alternative lexicons obtained by excluding morphologically derived
words from the HTE data; 3) an alternative control set based
on slang words from a historical resource as opposed to a
modern resource. We found that the effects are robust to this
variation in design choices, and we omit the details of these
analyses due to space constraints. In sum, this set of results
provide empirical evidence for our proposal that emerging
word forms reflect a trade-off between predictability and distinctiveness and suggest why certain words have entered the
lexicon over time, but others have not.
As a follow-up analysis, we assessed whether we can reliably predict emergent word forms from possible words that
did not formally enter the lexicon. In particular, we performed a simple logistic regression analysis to predict the
identity of each word form from the three groups: emergent words, predictable control words, and distinctive control words. We applied a logistic classifier with L2 penalty
and the multinomial loss function using the scikit-learn
package (Pedregosa et al., 2011). For each future decade,
we trained the classifier using data from the previous decade
t and used the same classifier to make predictions for data
from t + 1. We used three feature sets for classification: 1) ngram probabilities of words from the three groups; 2) lexical

neighbourhood densities of the same words; 3) a combination
of their n-gram probabilities and neighbourhood densities.
In general, we observed that predictive accuracies of the
three word groups are above chance (33.3% for a three-way
classification) under all three feature choices for each decade
and length that we considered (predictive accuracy when using neighbourhood density, mean = 43.0%, and standard deviation across word length groups and time periods, SD =
4.2%; using n-gram probability, mean= 61.0%, SD = 3.6%;
using the combined features, mean= 61.0%, SD = 3.6%).
We noted that the above-chance predictive accuracies are sustained over time, suggesting the trade-off holds generally and
not just for certain periods in the history of Modern English.
We also noted that the n-gram model performed generally
better than the neighbourhood density model, partly because
one of the control word groups was directly simulated using
n-gram statistics.
Overall, these findings suggest that there are predictable
differences in the compositional structure of emergent word
forms and that of n-gram generated and slang word forms
from the control groups.
Figure 4 further demonstrates the trade-off idea with three
example word forms chosen from the three word groups in the
1930s, along with their nearest-neighbour word forms measured by edit distance from the same period. The emergent
word form “macro” reflects a trade-off in neighbourhood density: It has fewer 1-edit lexical neighbours (6) than the highly
predictable n-gram generatd word “codet” (9 neighbours), but
it has more neighbours than the highly distinctive slang word
“porph” that has the fewest neighbours (3).

a Neighbours of n-gram form "codet"
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Figure 4: Demonstration of the predictability-distinctiveness
trade-off. Panels a), b), and c) show an example word form
and its lexical neighbours from the lexicon in the 1930s under
the n-gram control set, emergent word set, and slang control
set, respectively. The examples are placed in the center, surrounded by their neighbours. Each example word is exactly
one edit distance away from each of its neighbours.

Conclusion
We have shown that the historical emergence of English word
forms follows a trade-off between predictability and distinctiveness. This trade-off is manifested in the properties of
emergent words that straddle between 1) highly predictable
computer-generated word forms that conform to statistical
properties of the existing lexicon, and 2) highly distinctive
word forms originated from slang that had not yet enter into
the standard lexicon. We have suggested that such a trade-off
may reflect the general principles of language evolution discussed in prior work, under the joint functional pressures for
communicative expressivity and cognitive ease (Labov, 2011;
Jespersen, 1959; Otto, 1956). Future research should explore
whether the same set of principles holds in the emergence of
word forms in languages other than English and how word
forms interact with meaning (cf. Ramiro, Srinivasan, Malt, &
Xu, 2018) in lexical evolution.
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